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8Our Annual Bulletin No. 51 reports on the activities of the National Museum of Western Art (NMWA) 
during the 2016 fiscal year that ran from 1 April 2016 through 31 March 2017.
Exhibition activities during the fiscal year included the “Caravaggio and His Time: Friends, Rivals 
and Enemies” which opened at the end of the previous fiscal year, and “Sacred and Secular: Israhel van 
Meckenem & Early German Engraving”, introducing the German printmaker. The “Lucas Cranach the 
Elder: 500 Years of the Power of Temptation” displayed works by Lucas Cranach, central to the German 
Renaissance, in contrast to those of contemporary artists, while the “Théodore Chassériau: Parfum 
exotique” was the first exhibition in Japan featuring this 19th century French Romantic painter. Among 
the artists mentioned above, Meckenem and Chassériau are two important artists who were little known 
in Japan. The NMWA hopes to continue to find opportunities to introduce such little known but important 
artists, and indeed, this could be seen as one of the special features of the NMWA. The NMWA also held 
an exhibition “Skagen: An Artists’ Colony in Denmark”. While these artists were almost completely 
unknown in Japan, this exhibition reminded us that we must review the artists of the Nordic countries for 
a complete understanding of the modern era. The Cranach exhibition focused on how Cranach the Elder, 
active in the first half of the 16th century, has influenced contemporary Western and Japanese artists, putting 
contemporary examples up next to Cranach’s works. This experiment was particularly well received by 
young visitors. The Meckenem exhibition also welcomed large numbers of visitors, coming as it did just 
as the NMWA Main Building was named a World Heritage Site, and we were greatly pleased that so many 
people had an opportunity to view the works by this uniquely creative printmaker.
Two small-scale exhibitions were held in the Prints and Drawings Gallery, on “Le Corbusier and the 
Museum of Unlimited Growth  —Understanding this Ideal” and on “The Drawings of Maurice Denis: 
Traces of Inspiration on Paper”, with the first held in conjunction with the World Heritage Site listing. The 
Le Corbusier exhibition sought to clearly explain how the concepts of Unlimited Growth that Le Corbusier 
developed as a young man were applied to his later design for the NMWA.
In terms of this year’s acquisitions program, the Japanese government granted special budget funds to 
the Independent Administrative Institute National Museum of Art, and with part of those funds the NWMA 
was able to acquire Edgar Degas’ Three Dancers in the Wings. While the NMWA owns superb Impressionist 
works, up until this purchase it only had two pastels by Degas in its collection. We have long been searching 
for an appropriate oil painting by Degas and were very pleased to be able to find this work on his major 
dancer theme. With the NMWA’s own acquisitions budget, we were able to purchase The Fall of Troy and the 
Flight of Aeneas by the 16th century Italian printmaker Giorgio Ghisi, a set of ten etchings Dramas, Opux 
IX by the 19th century German Max Klinger, and two prints from the Aus Japan series by Emil Orlik, born 
in Prague and active in Vienna and Munich, created from his experiences in Japan. Mr. Kanshi Hashimoto 
donated the Gold and Silver Ring with a Blue Glass Bezel Set with Diamond Stars (Hoshigaura). This is the 
last piece in his collection of 866 rings that he donated to the NMWA in 2012.
Needless to say, the registration of the Main Building as a World Heritage Site was the major event of the 
year for the NMWA. We received notification from ICOMOS in May, and then the UNESCO World Heritage 
Foreword
9Committee held their meeting in Istanbul, Turkey in July. The French government had nominated “The 
Architectural Work of Le Corbusier, an Outstanding Contribution to the Modern Movement”, which included 
17 sites (including the NMWA Main Building) in seven countries. While the meetings were interrupted by 
the attempted coup d’état in Turkey, on July 17, 2016, the works were successfully inscribed on the list of 
World Heritage Sites. The day after the announcement was made large numbers of visitors and members of 
the media gathered at the Museum. While previously an average of 1,000 visitors per day would view the 
Permanent Collection Galleries housed in the Main Building, by the end of the fiscal year that number had 
been doubled in average. This registration has meant the increased name recognition of the NMWA, and an 
increase in visitors who visit both the Permanent Collection Galleries and the special exhibition. While we 
are pleased with this development, it also encourages us to be more careful about the conservation of the 
building and provide more architectural tours.
In addition to the Education Department’s normal activities, they experienced a sudden increase in interest 
in their architectural tours, and also actively increased the amount of architecture-related events in their Fun 
with Collection and Doyo Bijutsu (Saturday) programs. This year saw the canvassing for new volunteer staff, 
and many of these new members of the volunteer staff will be in charge of future architectural programs. The 
Education Department also further deepened their tie-ups and cooperation with local schools and museums 
in the Ueno precinct.
The Library did retroactive data entry of NMWA Annual Bulletins Nos. 1– 45 (1963–2011) into the 
NMWA Publications Repository, which opened to the public during the last fiscal year.  Japanese translation 
by our curators of a digital guide to lending of works on paper was also made public in the same Repository.
The Conservation Department was established in October 2015 to be responsible for the scientific 
conservation of the works in the collection. Their great accomplishments have included the systematization 
of the condition survey and maintenance process that had been previously done by curatorial staff on the side 
of their normal work. The team developed an improved system for the organization of art work storage areas, 
although many aspects of conservation work and related tasks must be still outsourced.
While designation of the Main Building as a World Heritage Site has focused attention on the NMWA 
during this fiscal year and brought many benefits, it is also true that the environment surrounding the 
Independent Administrative Institution National Museum of Art continues to be difficult, and it will take all 












Edgar Degas [Paris, 1834–Paris, 1917]





Signed upper left: Degas
P.2016–0001
来歴／ Provenance: Michel Manzi, Paris; Boussod, Valadon et Cie, Paris 
[acquired from the above, May 1893]; Harris Whittemore, Naugatuck, CT 
[purchased from the above, 21 June 1893]; J. H. Whittemore Co., Naugatuck, 
CT [transferred November 1926]; Private Collection, USA; Sold at Christie’s 
New York, 12 November 1985, Lot 4; Acquavella Galleries, New York; 
Nichido Gallery, Tokyo, 1988; Private Collection, Japan, 1988; Private 
Collection, New York, 1999; Property of the Estate of the Collector; Purchased 
by NMWA, 2016.
展覧会歴 ／ Exhibition: Exhibition of Paintings for the Benefit of The Children’s 
Center, New Haven, The Tuttle House, Naugatuck, April 1938, no. 8; The 
Whittemore Collection, Mattatuck Historical Society, Waterbury, January 
1941, no. 5; Pictures Collected by Yale Alumni, Yale University Art Gallery, 
New Haven, 8 May–18 June 1956, no. 79, repr.; Connecticut Collects, 
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, 4 October–3 November 1957, no. 12; Art on 
Loan, Fulkerson Hall, Waterbury, October 1965, no. 11; Olympia’s Progeny, 
Wildenstein and Co., New York, 28 October–27 November 1965, no. 31, repr.; 
Edgar Degas, Acquavella Galleries, New York, 1 November–3 December 
1978, no. 22, repr. color; Edgar Degas, Isetan Museum of Art, Tokyo, 27 
October–15 November 1988 / Mie Prefectural Art Museum, 26 November–25 
December 1988 / The Daimaru Museum, Osaka, 25 January–13 February 
1989 / Okayama Prefectural Museum of Art, 18 February–19 March 1989 / 
Kasama Nichido Museum of Art, 25 March–7 May 1989, no. 52, repr. color; 
Degas and the Dance, Detroit Institute of Arts, 20 October 2002–12 January 
2003 / Philadelphia Museum of Art, 12 February–11 May 2003, no. 106, repr. 
color.
文献 ／ Literature: Theodore Reff, “Edgar Degas and the Dance,” Arts 
Magazine, vol. 53, no. 3, November 1978, 147, Fig. 5; Philippe Brame and 
Theodore Reff, Degas et son oeuvre. A Supplement, Garland Publishing, New 
York and London, 1984, no. 91, repr.; Exh. Cat. Degas, Réunion des musées 
nationaux, Paris, 1988, 476, Fig. 268; 長谷川徳七『私が惚れて買った絵』日動出版、
1999年、28-29, repr. color; Ann Y. Smith, Hidden Plain Sight: The Whittemore 
Collection and the French Impressionists, Garnet Hill Publishing Company 



































































 Dancers in the Wings, c. 1890, Private Collection
ﬁg. 1 《黄色の踊り子たち（舞台袖）》
 1874−76 年、シカゴ美術館
 Yellow Dancers (In the Wings), 1874–76, 
Art Institute of Chicago
ﬁg. 2 《ピンクと緑の踊り子たち》1890年頃、
 ニューヨーク、メトロポリタン美術館
 Dancers, Pink and Green, c. 1890, Metropolitan 






















Ballet was Degas’ most important subject matter, with more than half 
of his oeuvre on the theme of dancers. Degas became familiar with the 
ballet from a young age, thanks to the former Opera House (shut after a 
fire in 1873) located on rue Le Peletier near his family home. Through 
the efforts of his acquaintances and friends, he was also conversant with 
the classrooms, green room and other aspects of ballet not seen by the 
general public.  
For Degas, the ballet represented a superb means of depicting the 
instantaneous movements of the human figure and its myriad poses. 
And yet, at the same time, the Opera House was one of the leading 
pleasure sites and a place for social gatherings in 19th century Paris. 
Degas was also often interested in depicting the human interactions and 
psychological state of affairs he observed in this special environment. 
Three Dancers in the Wings is one work that displays that interest. Three 
dancers stand behind one of the stage flats, waiting to go on stage. The 
black silhouette of a gentleman wearing a top hat appears in the middle 
of the three women, as one of the women talks to the man. The viewer 
of this painting witnesses up close this secret conversation between four 
people, hidden from the ballet audience, setting off thoughts about what 
each of the figures is thinking.
At the time the annual subscribers to the Opera House were given 
the privilege of going backstage and into the green room, places that the 
average person could not enter. As a result, wealthy men would use their 
annual subscription privileges to get close to the dancers back stage, and 
form personal relationships with those dancers that appealed to them. 
For the dancers, it was desirable to have a man with social status as 
their patron. This type of behind the scenes relationship between annual 
subscribers and dancers was also the subject of popular fiction and 
caricatures around the mid 19th century. La Famille Cardinal (1872), a 
collection of short stories by Ludovic Halévy, discussed the relationships 
between ballet dancers and wealthy men, to much popular success. Degas 
was a close friend of Halévy from his youth, and produced a series of 
monotype prints c. 1876–77 on the subject of back stage at the Opera 
House to be used as illustrations for a book of short stories by Halévy. 
While this publication plan was not realized during their lives, the idea 
for Three Dancers in the Wings can be thought to have been closely 
related to this monotype series.
Yellow Dancers (In the Wings) (fig. 1), one of Degas’ first oil paintings 
depicting dancers backstage, was displayed in the 2nd Impressionist 
Exhibition held in 1876. This asymmetrical composition in which Degas 
has concentrated his image of the dancers standing in front of a stage 
flat on the right side of the composition then became a standard format 
for his images of dancers backstage, often repeated in later years. Three 
Dancers in the Wings is one such example. The silhouette image of a man 
standing amongst dancers is a motif that also appears in other works such 
as Dancers, Pink and Green (fig. 2). Dancers in the Wings (1890, fig. 3) 
is the work that has a composition closest to the NMWA work’s depiction 
of three dancers backstage surrounding a top hat-wearing gentleman. 
However the 1890 work adds images of the Harlequin and a dancer on 
stage on the left side of the composition, and uses a brighter palette. 
These factors make its overall mood completely different from that seen 
in the NMWA work. 
The NMWA work is characterized by its bold, rough-hewn brushwork. 
After Degas swiftly and generally sketched the outlines of the figures 
and the background stage space in thin paints, he then partially filled in 
the central dancer with downcast eyes and her surroundings. Conversely, 
in order to express the light shining on the costume of the dancer on 
the right, he revealed the white ground of the canvas, adding nuances 
by using a dry brush or cloth-like form to scrub paint onto the costume 
surface. Thus in a single canvas he reveals different material quality 
layers: the rough canvas ground layer, the underpainting in dull, non-
glossy paints, and the lustrous top layer. Hence, the viewer not only 
sees the represented image, but also is made aware of the materiality of 
the painting and the process by which it was created. The revolutionary 
approach to the texture of a painting seen here is diametrically opposed 
to the Academy’s standard, a unified finish of smoothed paint layers, 
and thus speaks of Degas’ pioneering, modern qualities. These qualities 
might reflect the results of his multifaceted experiments with monotype 
production that he began to fully explore starting around the mid 1870s.
In terms of the dating of the NMWA work, several authors suggest 
the latter half of the 1870s (Theodore Reff’s 1978 article, the exhibition 
catalogue for the 1988–89 exhibition that traveled to Paris, Ottawa and 
New York, and Ronald Pickvance’s writing in the catalogue for the 
exhibition that toured Japan in 1988–89). Yet, the supplement to the 
catalogue raisonné published in 1984 dates the work to the first half of 
the 1880s, as does the “Degas and the Dance” exhibition catalogue of 
2002-2003. 
The NMWA work is recorded as stock number 23075 in the May 1893 
stock book of Boussod, Valadon et Cie, the successor to Goupil & Cie. 
The title given to the work in that stock book is “Danseuse/esquisse,” 
with the supplier name listed as Michel Manzi, who was involved in 
reproduction print production at Boussod, Valadon et Cie from the 1880s 
onwards. Given that Manzi was close to Degas, he probably acquired 
the NMWA work directly from the painter. Then immediately after it 
was entered in the stock book, in June 1893 this work was sold to the 
American industrialist, Harris Whittemore (1864–1927). Whittemore 
bgan to collect Impressionist paintings in 1890, and is known to have 
built a collection of more than 1,000 items focusing on the works of 
Degas, Monet, Manet, Whistler and Cassatt. After his death, this work 
was handed down for around 60 years in his company and family, before 
it was sold at auction in New York in 1985. It was owned by a Japanese 
company from 1988 to 1999, but then passed into the hands of a private 
collection in America, whose heirs sold it to the NMWA in 2016.  









Three Dancers in the Wings (Trois 




















































































(2) Street in Tokyo
1901
Color lithograph











(8) A Rainy Day
1901– 03
Etching, color aquatint











Gold and Silver Ring with a Blue Glass 
Bezel Set with Diamond Stars
18th century
Glass, diamond, pearl, gold and silver
4.0×2.1×2.3 cm








































Duration: 9 July – 19 September 2016
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / Munich State Collection of Graphic Art / The Tokyo Shimbun















This exhibition introduced the early engraver Israhel van Meckenem 
(c. 1445 –1503). Meckenem was active from the latter half of the 15th 
century through the beginning of the 16th century in the town of Bocholt, 
on the upper Rhine near the Dutch border. Approximately 3,000 original 
prints remain of the engravings made in the 15th century, and of those 
500 – 600 can be attributed to Meckenem. These prints were distributed 
throughout Europe, and contributed greatly to the spread of the engraving 
medium.
This exhibition started with an explanation of Meckenem’s printing 
process. He made copies of works by Master E. S., Schongauer and 
Dürer, and thus developed his own techniques and styles. The first section 
of the exhibition explored this process along with the issues related to 
copy production in the late medieval, early pre-modern era.
Section 2 focused on prints on Christian themes. Images of saints, who 
were believed to provide solace during this period when people were 
directly confronted with sickness and catastrophe, indicate how fervent 
people were in their prayers for peaceful ordinary times. Conversely, 
in the prints that functioned as pardons for sins committed, a subject in 
great demand, or those series prints intended to be purchased as a set, 
Meckenem reveals his merchant spirit as he sought to expand his own 
sales routes by banking on people’s beliefs.
Section 3 presented images of the secular world. Prints were an 
early medium to take up secular subjects, and satire of the relationships 
between men and women were particularly popular. These prints provide 
a humorous view of the lives and customs of the day.
Section 4 featured narrative print groups. These prints are characterized 
by the use of narrative picture methods, such as an almost talkative 
depiction of scenes and the juxtaposition of scenes taking place at various 
times. These expressive methods suggest that Meckenem himself was 
greatly interested in depicting narratives.
The last section focused on the connections between prints and 
design and prints and decorative arts. The ornaments and decorative 
lettering design introduced in this section were used as reference works 
by artisans, and can also be seen as art works in their own right. Since 
copperplate engraving was a technique that emerged from goldsmithing, 
this section also noted the close connection between early period 
engravings and the metalsmithing arts.
This exhibition with its more than 100 works by Meckenem, related 
artists and related items was drawn from the Munich State Collection of 
Graphic Art, other museums in Germany, the British Museum and works 
in the NMWA collection. The exhibition thus provided a multi-focused 
exploration of Meckenem and his period. The diverse and stimulating 
world of early German engraving was previously almost unknown in 
Japan, and thus we can hope that this exhibition provided an opportunity 
for Japanese audiences to understand the world of early German engraving. 
 (Asuka Nakada)
[Catalogue]
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Lucas Cranach the Elder: 500 Years of the Power of Temptation
会期：2016年10月15日−2017年1月15日
主催：国立西洋美術館／ウィー ン美術史美術館 ／ TBS ／朝日新聞
入場者数：174,957人
Duration: 15 October 2016 – 15 January 2017
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna / 
Tokyo Broadcasting Systems Television Inc. / The Asahi Shimbun
Number of visitors: 174,957
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The Reformation began exactly 500 years ago, in 1517 in Wittenberg 
Germany. This event can be seen as the beginning of the groundbreaking 
changes that would transform the church and history, all while paving 
the way for modernism in the Western world. The painter Lucas 
Cranach (the elder, c. 1472–1553) is widely recognized as one of the 
close friends of the man who lit the reformation torch, Martin Luther, 
and also counts alongside Albrecht Dürer as one of the major figures 
of the German Renaissance. Thanks to the wholehearted cooperation 
of the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, exhibition co-organizer, this 
exhibition presented a thorough introduction of Cranach’s arts through 
a selection of high quality panel paintings and prints, borrowed from 
the Vienna museum, private collectors and museums worldwide. This 
exhibition reconstructed the complex network connecting Cranach’s 
diverse pictorial oeuvre with the powerful figures and intelligentsia of 
the day, along with those in politics and social influence. The exhibition 
continued with a presentation of the modern and contemporary artists 
touched by his paintings, from Picasso and Duchamp to John Currin, 
Yasumasa Morimura and Leila Pazooki, thus spanning five centuries of 
the “temptations” that his arts evoked.
Over the course of a half-century, Cranach was patronized by three 
generations of Electors of Saxony, all in the newly prosperous cultural 
center of Wittenberg, a setting that made possible Luther’s reformation 
movement. And yet, he was not simply a court artist working for the 
ruler. In addition, he also established his own studio where he worked 
with his pupils, sons and other artists in a system of collective artistic 
production. He was also a pioneering businessman who realized the 
mass production of paintings. From early on Cranach was known as the 
“swiftest of painters.” This painter/businessman whose rapid production 
earned him this moniker would put the emblem of a winged serpent 
granted by the Elector Frederick the Wise in place of a signature on some 
of his works. In this manner the name Cranach itself functioned as a 
brand.
The extant works created by Cranach and his studio, namely those of his 
sons and pupils, number in the several thousand. This mass production 
of paintings contributed not only to the Electors’ and Saxony court’s 
political strategies, it also contributed greatly to reformation propaganda, 
namely the wide dissemination of Luther’s protestant beliefs through 
the visual arts. This exhibition presented this wide-ranging oeuvre in 
six chronologically arranged thematic sections. Thus said, however, we 
might ask why do so many of the works of Cranach and his studio still 
remain? One theory states that the “temptation” of these arts evoked a 
sense of covetousness amongst the aristocracy and powerful citizens of 
the day. This painter somehow whetted people’s desires, and without 
questioning what stimulated his viewers’ desires to such magnitude, we 
cannot know the true heart of his artwork.
In fact it was his particularly bewitching images of women that 
ensured Cranach’s name lived on to the present. For example, the lush 
eroticism found in unusual images of Venus, the cool splendor of the 
naked form of Lucretia, or indeed, the images of Judith and Salome 
who used their fascinating power to attach their male victims. The 
anachronistic combining of Cranach’s works with those of the modern 
and contemporary eras made this an unusual exhibition. There were 
both positive and negative reactions to this display method and while 
this display method has become somewhat standard in the West, here it 
had the effect of highlighting the temptation emitted by his paintings, 
and thus is one key to an understanding of their logic. We can then say 
that this stance affirms the possibility that these works of an artist long 
past may somehow overcome the temporal, linguistic, philosophical 
and religious differences to inspire someone in the future, someone that 
shares almost nothing with them.  (Atsushi Shinfuji)
[Catalogue]
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Duration: 10 February–28 May 2017
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / Art Museums of Skagen / The Tokyo Shimbun
Number of visitors:  219,150
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This exhibition was Japan’s first comprehensive introduction to the 
Skagen school painters, major figures in modern Danish art. Skagen is 
located on the northernmost tip of the Jutland Peninsula, between the 
Baltic Sea and the North Sea, and known today as the heart of Denmark’s 
fishing industry. The area is also famous as a summer resort. And yet, 
up until the end of the 19th century this town was just a small fishing 
village with a population of around 2,000. Without rail station or sea 
port, it was a region late to modernization. Yet, from the 1870s, painters 
active in the Danish capital of Copenhagen visited the village and were 
beguiled by its unique landscapes with expanses of sand dunes, sea and 
sky. Gradually larger numbers of artists learned of Skagen, and from 
the end of the 19th century through the beginning of the 20th century, 
they formed an artists’ colony in the village, attracting painters, poets 
and composers from the Nordic countries, England and Germany.
While artists’ colonies were formed in various parts of Europe and 
North America during the heyday of Naturalism, Skagen is a rare 
example where a connection has been maintained between the artworks 
produced there and the local area. In 1908, the painters who had settled 
there and local patrons formed an organization to found a museum, and in 
1928, the Skagens Museum opened. Then in 2014, the Skagens Museum 
merged with two private art museums to create the Art Museums of 
Skagen, housing a collection of around 9,000 Skagen school works. 
This exhibition displayed 59 works (33 oil paintings and 26 drawings) 
by seven Danish painters. Their works reveal how the international 
spread of Naturalism from the 1880s onwards developed in Denmark. 
The majority of these painters emphasized painting en plein air, using 
sketch-like brushstrokes similar to those of the French Impressionists 
to express atmospheric conditions. They also produced candid images 
of subjects found in their immediate surroundings, such as fishermen 
or village women at work, interactions between their fellow artists, and 
the everyday lives of their families. These methods and subjects were 
heralded as “the modern breakthrough” that revolutionized Danish art 
circles previously dominated by Neo-Classical styles.
The exhibition structure emphasized the introduction of the three 
central figures in the Skagen School, namely Michael Ancher, Anna 
Ancher and Peder Severin Krøyer. Michael Ancher took up the Skagen-
specific subject of fishermen involved in shipwreck rescues, and was 
heralded as a painter whose style could be positioned between the heroic 
expression of traditional history paintings and that of modern Realism. 
His wife, Anna Ancher, who was the only locally born member of the 
artist colony, depicted the women of the village at work indoors in a 
bright palette. Her oeuvre stands as a pioneering accomplishment during 
a period when it was still difficult for women to pursue an artistic career. 
Conversely, Peder Severin Krøyer, who is known as the greatest Danish 
painter of the late 19th century, created a highly polished group of works 
on such subjects as the summer shoreline or gardens bathed in translucent 
light, or sand dunes enveloped in blue-toned twilight. Exhibition visitor 
reactions indicated that they positively understood the different individual 
qualities of these painters.
This exhibition was one of the major events commemorating the 
150th anniversary of diplomatic relations between Japan and Denmark. 
The Japanese Crown Prince and Crown Princess attended the exhibition 
opening ceremony on Feb. 9, 2017, along with the Danish Minister for 
Culture Mette Bock, and other political and diplomatic figures from 
both countries. After its display at the NMWA, the exhibition was then 
displayed at the Hekinan City Tatsukichi Fujii Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Aichi prefecture from June 6 to July 23, 2017. (Hiroya Murakami)
[Catalogue]
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Duration: 28 February – 28 May 2017
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / Tokyo Broadcasting Systems Television, Inc. /  
The Yomiuri Shimbun
Number of visitors: 130,484
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This exhibition was the first full-scale introduction to Japan of Théodore 
Chassériau (1819–1856), a French Romantic painting prodigy. Chassériau 
started painting study under Ingres at the age of 11, and debuted in the 
Salon at age 16. He then distanced himself from his teacher’s classical 
style, turning to the creation of numerous works filled with poesy 
and passion suited to the last days of the Romantic Movement. He 
unfortunately died at the young age of 37 in 1856. Today he is recognized 
as one of the major French Romantic painters, but the proper evaluation 
of his talents came late, and only two full retrospective exhibitions 
have been held in his homeland of France, in 1933 and again in 2002. 
This exhibition held at the NMWA focused on works from the Louvre 
collection, including his self-portrait ca. age 16, his mid period major 
work Apollo and Daphne (1845) and his later work Adoration of the 
Magi (1856). The works displayed included paintings, drawings, prints, 
and photographs, presenting an overview of Chassériau’s entire oeuvre. 
The further display of works influenced by Chassériau, such as those by 
Moreau, Puvis de Chavannes and Redon, allowed a reconsideration of his 
arts in terms of the development from Romanticism to Symbolism, and 
within the Orientalism lineage.
The exhibition opened with Section I, which focused on his early 
period works, when he showed potential as Ingres’ student and made 
his Salon debut at age 16. The 1830s also marked the late maturity 
of Romanticism in Paris. After Ingres left for Rome, Chassériau, 
who remained in Paris, furthered his interactions with the Romantic 
artistic circle, that included the poets Gautier and Nerval. He delved 
into the works of Shakespeare and Byron, and deepened his interest in 
Romanticism through the world of the theater. Section II introduced the 
works of this period that were connected to literature and the theater. 
Starting in this section, comparative works by other artists, such as 
Moreau, were included. Like his teacher Ingres, Chassériau was diligent 
in drawing from models, capturing each person’s special feature. Today 
many of his portraits and drawings that highlight the sitter’s individuality 
remain. Section III presents these portraits modeled after many of his 
family members and friends, revealing his social interactions and shining 
a light on his personal life. Section IV presented a group of Orientalist 
works, a subject that Chassériau is best known for today. Thanks to 
his trip to North Africa in 1846, he established his later period style 
characterized by rich colors and flowing, elegant brushwork occasionally 
tinged with harshness. The final section of the exhibition presented his 
murals, where he took up allegorical and religious subjects on a larger 
scale. Against the background of the July Revolution encouragement 
of mural production, Chassériau was one of the artists charged with 
creating murals to adorn the public buildings of Paris. This section was 
noteworthy for featuring the murals for the Cour des Comptes, a major 
work that remains in fragments today after being destroyed during the 
1871 Paris Commune.
Due to his relatively low name recognition, it took a long time to 
organize a Chassériau exhibition in Japan, given how difficult it was even 
in his homeland. Direct negotiations with the Louvre, home to the most 
important collection of his works, date back to around 2009. Gaining 
the understanding and sympathy for our scholarly and meaningful 
exhibition plan, we were able to attract important cooperation from 
Vincent Pomarède, then head of the Louvre’s painting department, as 
well as Chassériau’s descendants. In particular, Jean-Baptiste Nouvion, 
head of Les amis de Théodore Chassériau (the Friends of Chassériau 
organization), allowed the loan of letters exchanged by the artist and 
his circle. Their display gave a fuller, well-rounded understanding of 
both artist and his works. Conversely, budgetary concerns are a major 
problem when, as in this instance, the museum plans and organizes its 
own exhibition. However in the end we were able to get the support of 
co-organizers and financial sponsors and thus fully achieve our exhibition 
goals. We have been particularly pleased by the recognition this 
exhibition received not only from specialists, but also from the general 
public who felt that Chassériau merited such an introduction and was an 
artist who should be better known. (Megumi Jingaoka)
[Catalogue]
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Fun with Collection 2016
ル・コルビュジエと無限成長美術館―その理念を知ろう―
Le Corbusier and the Museum of Unlimited Growth—Understanding this Ideal
会期：2016年7月9日−9月19日
主催：国立西洋美術館
Duration: 9 July – 19 September 2016







On 17 July 2016, the 40th UNESCO World Heritage session designated 
“The Architectural Work of Le Corbusier, an Outstanding Contribution 
to the Modern Movement” as World Heritage Sites. These works, 
nominated by France and six other countries, include the Main Building 
of the NMWA. Eight years have passed since these architectural works 
were first nominated for inclusion in 2008, and the 17 works included in 
the submission were all considered to be of World Heritage quality.
This exhibition upon the occasion of the new designation focused 
visitor attention on the NMWA architecture and introduced the 
fascinating aspects about the Le Corbusier-designed Main Building. The 
exhibition consisted of three sections: 1) the history of the establishment 
of the NMWA as part of the repatriation of the Matsukata Collection 
from France; 2) Le Corbusier’s architectural theories and the features of 
the Museum of Unlimited Growth; and 3) information on the 17 works 
newly registered as World Heritage Sites. The exhibition was made up of 
48 explanatory panels, four models and one video presentation.
Le Corbusier was a major modern architect primarily active in France. 
Along with his building design, he sometimes developed prototypes, a 
method often used in automobile and furniture design process. He would 
first create a prototype and then his building projects would consist of 
revising and rewriting those plans numerous times. The NMWA Main 
Building was based on Le Corbusier’s Museum of Unlimited Growth 
prototype. The display introduced the concept and features of the 
prototype and introduced elements of that prototype that were realized in 
the Main Building structure. The desires of the project commissioners, 
namely the Japanese government, as well as limitations of the site and 
various other factors, were all incorporated into the design and structure 
of the Main Building. This meant that the end result was not the Museum 
of Unlimited Growth structure that could grow as the collection grew, as 







Maison Domino ( Le Corbusier, 1914 )
Model (scale:1/30)
Model built by: Madoka Kayanoki Laboratory, 
Department of Architecture, Faculty of 







Villa Savoye ( Le Corbusier, 1931)
Model (scale:1/100)






Villa Fallet ( Le Corbusier, 1907)
Model (scale:1/30)








The National Museum of Western Art, 
Main Building (Le Corbusier, 1959)
Model (scale:1/100)
Model built by: Madoka Kayanoki Laboratory, 
Department of Architecture, Faculty of 







Le Corbusier and the National Museum 
of Western Art 
DVD (13 min. 15sec.)
Planned by the National Museum of Western Art
Produced by Bijutsu Eizo Projects Co., Ltd.
as a good realization of the Museum of Unlimited Growth features. Given 
that this was also one of Le Corbusier’s late projects, the exhibition also 
indicated how it incorporated the various architectural theories that he 
had espoused over the course of his life, including the “five elements of 
modern architecture” and “modules” of architectural measurement.
Visitors to the museum could directly experience the principal 
subject of this exhibition, the Main Building, even before seeing the 
panel presentation. Thus, the panel-based exhibition focused not on the 
current state of the Main Building, but rather the earliest images of the 
planning and building process, while the video program provided aerial 
views of the Main Building overall. These were efforts made to attract 
visitor interest in how visual imagery could supplement the aspects of the 
building they could not directly experience.
Programs were held in conjunction with the exhibition, such as slide 
talks introducing the exhibition contents and a drop-in workshop where 
participants could make a Main Building badge. In the workshop, 
participants used a worksheet including the badge cutout that had 
questions that they could find answers to in the exhibition, all as part of 
our efforts to heighten visitor enjoyment of the exhibition.
 (Yoko Terashima)
[Video]
Directors: Yoko Terashima, Saki Yokoyama
Production: Bijutsu Eizo Projects Co., Ltd.





















The Drawings of Maurice Denis: Traces of Inspiration on Paper
会期：2016年10月15日−2017年1月15日
主催：国立西洋美術館
Duration: 15 October 2016 – 15 January 2017
Organizer: The National Museum of Western Art
The Nabi school artist Maurice Denis (1870 –1943) is one of the 
important painters in the Matsukata Collection. However, of the 35 works 
by Denis in the collection, it is little known that about half, 18 works, are 
drawings. Further, in 2014, the descendants of Teizaburō Kuga and his 
son Tarō donated four drawings by Denis to the NMWA. This exhibition 
was planned to present these newly donated works and provide an 
overview of the NMWA collection of Denis drawings.
The Matsukata Collection includes numerous large-scale preparatory 
sketches by Denis for such important projects as the cupola of the 
Champs-Elysées Theater in Paris and decorative panels for private 
interiors. This selection of works reflects the care that both the artist 
himself and Matsukata’s intermediary Léonce Bénédite took towards 
their important client. On the other hand, the works preserved in the 
Kuga family, who were close friends of Denis in the 1920’s in France, 
were portraits of Kuga family members. These works give a sense of the 
artist’s familiarity with the sitters, and thus contrasting with the large-
scale study works, reveal a glimpse of Denis’ private life.
The galleries also featured comparative displays of a related oil 
painting and an illustrated book, along with photo panels of the 
completed works next to their respective preparatory sketches. Thus 
visitors to the exhibition were able to fully appreciate the rare inspirations 
of the artist captured on paper, and imagine the creative process he went 






Sketch for Young Girl with a Hen
c. 1890








Study for “The Bath” from Florentine 
Evening
1910









Study for “The Bath” and “The Concert” 
from Florentine Evening
1909–10









Study for “The Concert” from Florentine 
Evening (?)
1909–10








Study for “The Valley” from The Golden 
Age
1911








Study for “The Beach” from The Golden 
Age
1903–12








Study for “The Doves” from The Golden 
Age
1910–12








Study for “The Climbing Vine” from The 
Golden Age
1905–12









Study for “The Greek Dance” from 












Study for “The Symphony” from History 
of Music for the Théâtre des Champs-
Elysées
1910–12









Study for “The Greek Dance” from 
History of Music for the Théâtre des 
Champs-Elysées (?)
1910–12 (?)




























Study for the Announcement at Fiesole
1907









Study for “Saint Jeanne de Chantal” for 
a Stained Glass Window in the Church of 
Saint-Paul
c. 1917























Thonon, on Lake Leman
c. 1940 (?)
Pencil, watercolor and gouache on paper
D.1983–0002
＊ 出品作品はすべてモーリス・ドニによる制作

















Woman Playing a Tambourine
Before 1921








Portrait of a Woman
Before 1921



























































Alfred de Vigny (Text)
Maurice Denis (Illustration)

































































In order to effectively and smoothly manage the conservation status of 
works in the NMWA collection, the Conservation Department normally 
manages organization, preparation, materials management and manages 
a massive amount of data regarding the past conservation procedures 
conducted on works in the collection. This year has been particularly 
busy for the Department because in addition to our normal activities, 
the Department also carried out a number of projects regarding the 
movement of works.
The busiest period occurred during the preparation of the traveling 
exhibition scheduled for the following fiscal year, namely fiscal Heisei 
29, or 2017. While previously external conservators worked with curators 
on this project before the current Department staffing was complete, 
this year Department conservators were directly involved in the tasks, 
which meant that the Conservation Department was responsible for a 
considerable amount of the work. Specifically, this meant the condition 
check and recordkeeping of all candidate works for display, decisions 
regarding whether their display would be allowed or not, proposals for 
conservation work, the actual preparations and materials arrangement 
for use in conservation work, the preparation for conservation work, 
clean up and the actual conservation work on paintings and sculptures, 
determining the crate specifications for shipment, meetings with curators 
from the exhibition destination museums, explanation of methods, 
preparation of artwork condition check sheets and checking the works 
when they are sent out and returned from exhibition. Given that a larger 
number of works than usual were included in this year’s exhibition, and 
the fact that some works that required conservation work were chosen for 
display, workloads were greatly increased.
Another reason this year was particularly busy can be seen in the 
work needed to store all of the 200-plus art works that were donated as 
28





























































a collection in the latter half of fiscal 2015. Because the majority of the 
works were in a dirty or damaged state, there was the risk that if they 
were moved directly into the NMWA storerooms, they might damage 
or affect the works currently in storage. As a result, the conservation 
studios and photography studios were used so that each work could be 
individually photographed; condition reports prepared, condition reports 
and records produced, minimal dusting done, replacement of wrapping 
materials and rewrapping. At that point the work was allowed to be 
placed in the storage areas already containing other artworks.
As we were doing the above work we noticed that there were a 
number of frames and wooden stretchers in the storerooms that have 
no information on their origins or uses. These would have come from 
works that were taken out of the museum for some reason since the 
NMWA opened, and the record of their history for some reason lost. The 
staff members who would have known that information no longer work 
in the museum, and thus it is no longer known which works they were 
originally intended for. The Conservation Department staff took up the 
surveys of these materials that had been started, but never completed 
by the Curatorial Department. After removing old wrapping materials 
and photographing the materials, records were taken of the materials 
and measurements, and they were rewrapped in new materials. Then the 
information gathered in this survey was to the greatest degree possible 
matched up with past records in an attempt to clarify which frames are 
currently missing. The Conservation Department and the Curatorial 
Department are currently continuing this clarification process.
After the Main Building of the NMWA was designated a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site in July, there was a massive increase in visitors to 
the museum, and this led to concerns about the influence of this influx 
on displayed works. While no major incidents occurred, there were an 
increased number of warnings given to people about touching works in 
the Permanent Collection Galleries, and there was an increased amount 
of dust accumulation on the artwork surfaces. To the greatest degree 
possible we increased the number of ordinary artwork maintenance 
procedures, such as dusting the artworks, and cleaned the floors within 
off-limits areas around the artworks, as part of our efforts to maintain the 
artworks in good condition.
This fiscal year saw changes in Education Department and volunteer 
staff, which meant that we made presentations to the incoming 
volunteers regarding the operations of the Conservation Department. 
The preparation of materials for these presentations provided a good 
opportunity for us to reconsider our daily tasks. Furthermore, we helped 
present a hands-on workshop of sculpture collections for a group from 
a blind school. Special conservation work was carried out on the bronze 
sculptures—normally only visually appreciated in the galleries—used 
in the workshop before and after to ensure the safety of both sculptures 
and participants. We look forward to future opportunities to work with 
the Education Department to provide various display methods that will 
enable an all the wider range of people a chance to appreciate artworks.
In addition to carrying out work to enable the safe preservation 
and utilization of collection artworks, the conservation science staff 
member also continue to carry out scientific surveys of the methods and 
materials used in the collection artworks, particularly paintings. See “2. 
Conservation Science Activities”.
The Japanese version of this text continues with a list of the 
conservation work carried out on collection works during this fiscal year. 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. Conservation Science Activities
2–1. Preparations for the Fiscal 2017 Traveling Exhibition of the 
Collection of the National Art Museums
Along with the person in charge of conservation, we set the specifications 
for the crates to be used for the shipment of paintings, sculptures and 
prints scheduled for loan, while further indicating in considerable detail 
how the display fittings on these works were to be used and how the 
pedestals of sculptures were to be fixed to the floor. Further, we assisted 
with information on how to stabilize temperature and relative humidity 
(RH) and how to strengthen security and seismic isolation procedures. 
We attached data loggers to three works that were sent out on loan to 
track their temperature and humidity through the loan process. We have 
confirmed that data.
2–2. Lecture for New Volunteers
Along with the person in charge of conservation, we prepared a talk 
for the NMWA volunteer staff on the strategies and methods used for 
preventative conservation as are conducted in the NMWA.
2–3. Measurement of Temperature and RH in Gallery 1 of the New 
Wing
Because of the high ceiling and large floor space in Gallery 1, we were 
concerned that there might be some temperature and RH fluctuations 
depending on location within the gallery. So in May of this year we 
installed data loggers for approximately two weeks in six locations 
within the gallery, each at a height of approximately one meter off the 
ground. The data recorded indicated that the RH is relatively high near 
the Collection Galleries entrance, but that the other sites each measure 
the set temperature and humidity, 21˚C, 53% RH. These measurements 
also clarified that within each 24-hour period, the measured amounts 
fluctuated only within a 1˚C and 3% RH range.
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2–4. Managing Temperature and RH inside Display Cases and 
Microclimate Boxes
During the “Sacred and Secular: Ishrahel van Meckenem & Early 
German Engraving” exhibition (held from July to Sep. 2016), Art-
Sorb was used in the display cases while data loggers were installed to 
measure temperature and RH in the cases. Art-Sorb is a special desiccant 
used around artworks, particularly in instances where the climate control 
does not reach parts of a room or when humidity settings that differ from 
a room’s general climate settings are desirable in a limited space. Because 
non-airtight cases were used this time, it took a week to lower the in-case 
RH from 53% to 30% (gallery RH is approximately 53% RH). Later it 
descended to about 25% RH, but it gradually rose and at the end of the 
display period (after approximately 60 days), it was once again over 30% 
RH. We think that the in-case RH rose because of the flow of gallery air 
into the cases. For the exhibition “Lucas Cranach the Elder: 500 Years of 
the Power of Temptation”, held from Oct. 2016 to Jan. 2017, we fitted the 
NMWA work into a microclimate box with data loggers installed. This 
process not only confirmed the efficacy of microclimate boxes, given that 
some works borrowed from other institutions were also fitted with data 
loggers, we were able to compare their respective data records. While 
there were no problems with the temperature and RH measurements, 
other problems did occur. Since the work was displayed in the 
microclimate box for approximately seven months, both at the NMWA 
and at other museums in the exhibition’s travel schedule, there was a 
strange smell when the box was opened.  Because there was very little 
movement of air in or out of the box, this allowed for a concentration 
of the volatile organic gases emitted from the materials used in the box 
construction, the artwork itself and the frame. This made us realize that 
microclimate boxes should be used only for shorter periods, up to three 
to four months.
2–5. Pest Control in NMWA Buildings
At the end of March 2016, special brushes were installed in the NMWA 
entrance door gaps, and this led to a clear decrease in the number of 
insects captured in some locations. However, in recent years we have 
noticed a year-round capture of harmful insects, such as cockroaches, 
which had previously been rarely captured in autumn and winter. This 
means that as an overall trend there have been an increased number of 
insects entering the buildings.
2–6. Acquisition of Analysis Equipment
The department purchased a SEM/EDX (Scanning Electron Microscope/
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscope) at the end of December, and 
a staff member was trained in its operation. This equipment allows for 
the observation and identification of inorganic materials and will be 
used in the NMWA particularly in the observation of cross-sections of 
samples taken from paintings and the identification of pigments. Staff 
also received training in the operation and maintenance of the GC/MS 
(Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometer) purchased at the end of the 
last fiscal year. The aim is to use this equipment to analyze samples from 
NMWA collection works and other samples brought to the museum, 
and we are currently in the process of gathering essential data for such 







































ウェブサイト「Google Arts & Culture」を利用し、当館研究員による
ギャラリー・トークの映像集「Curators’ Talks on the Collection of 
NMWA」（Part I および Part II）を2017年3月27日付で試験的に公
開開始した（https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/partner/











































Report on Activities in the Research Library
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所と、OCLC の日本における代理店である紀伊國屋書店 OCLC セン
ターとのあいだで協力体制が生まれることとなった。この計画の背景
には、今日海外の美術図書館関係者のあいだで、美術分野で最も重
要な書誌として名高い「BHA（Bibliography of the History of Art）」
や米国ロサンゼルスのゲティ研究所による「ゲティ・リサーチ・ポータ




























The principal activities of the Research Library include: the collection 
of materials related to the history of Western art and related disciplines; 
the provision of materials for the use of NMWA staff members; and the 
provision of materials for studies conducted by external museum curators 
and academic researchers. The Research Library also includes within its 
purview the publication of information on the Museum’s collections and 
the management of the Museum’s websites. The following is a report on 
the Research Library’s activities, primarily those outside their normal 
duties, during the past fiscal year.
1. Provision and Use of Electronic Media
Dizitized versions of the Annual Bulletin of the National Museum 
of Western Art (Kokuritsu Seiyō Bijutsukampō), Nos. 1 (1967) – 45 
(2011) were retrospectively entered in the National Museum of Western 
Art, Tokyo – Publications Repository that opened last year, and made 
available on the Internet. This posting, along with the Journal of the 
National Museum of Western Art (Kokuritsu Seiyō Bijutsukan Kenkyū 
Kiyō) made available last year, means that both publications are available 
online from founding issue to latest issue (with the exception of copyright 
protected materials).
An NMWA research activity report not included in these two annual 
publications but rather published as an individual volume, Guidelines for 
Lending Works of Art on Paper: 2015 Digital Edition (Shihon sakuhin 
kashidashi no tame no gaidorain: 2015 nen digitaru ban) has been posted 
in the same Repository for use by art museum curators throughout Japan. 
These guidelines were translated from English by NMWA staff members 
based on their interactions with the International Advisory Committee of 
Keepers of Graphic Art.
As part of making Matsukata Collection-related research materials 
available to the public, we have digitized the Matsukata Collection 
auction catalogues in the NMWA Research Library, such as the catalogue 
for the 1928 auction held by the Kokumin Bijutsu Kyōkai in Tokyo. We 
are preparing these digitized materials for publication on the Internet.
We have also concluded a usage contract with the Fondation Le 
Corbusier for the use of the Le Corbusier Plans (publisher: Echelle-1, 
distributor: Archinote Ltd.) in their collection that include 35,000 
materials related to Le Corbusier’s architecture. These Plans may be 
viewed in the Research Library. Along with making new scholarly 
resources accessible, we have revised the Scholarly Information Guide 
on the NMWA website regarding how to use scholarly information 
resources, and thus strive to collect and distribute information regarding 
art history and related disciplines as an information disseminator for 
research on the history of Western art.
2. Beta Release of Gallery Talk Imagery
Following our beta release of three films for use on the Google Cultural 
Institute mobile app during the previous fiscal year, this year we made 
a compilation of curatorial talks (Curators’ Talks on the Collection of 
NMWA, Parts 1 and 2) and did a beta release of these materials on 
Google’s newly created mobile app and website Google Arts & Culture. 
Effective March 27, 2017, these materials can be found at https://www.
google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/partner/the-national-museum-of-
western-art.
In the future we aim to use Google Arts & Culture as the new service 
provider for the NMWA’s Touch the Museum smartphone app that 
debuted in 2010 but was discontinued in fiscal 2016. This will provide a 
means of disseminating NMWA video contents. In addition to the original 
Japanese audio that accompanies these videos of NMWA curators 
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standing in front of collection artworks and explaining them, we will also 
provide English subtitling as part of our movement towards multilingual 
museum services.
3. Establishing a Free Wi-Fi Zone
On 10 February 2016, the entire free entry zone of the first floor of the 
NMWA Main Building began providing free Wi-Fi service to museum 
visitors. In addition, this same service is available on the Research 
Library Reading Room in the Special Exhibition Wing, for use by 
Reading Room users.
4. Production and Presentation of the National Art Museum Database
In June 2016 the five member museums of the National Art Museum 
(National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo; National Museum of Modern 
Art, Kyoto; National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo; National Museum 
of Art, Osaka; and the National Art Center) wrote a Plan for the Creation 
and Dissemination of the National Art Museum Database. In line with 
that plan the National Art Museum Database Creation and Dissemination 
Working Group consisting of the information or library staff of each 
member museum held ongoing meetings to establish topics for discussion 
and future work. With the exception of the National Art Center, which 
does not have its own permanent collection, the four member museums 
with collections, MOMAT, MOMAK, NMWA and NMAO, set as their 
standards the artwork information dissemination carried out by major 
overseas art museums and clarified the basic standards for how to 
disseminate historical information on each art work, such as provenance, 
exhibition history and bibliography. At the NMWA we have begun 
organizing curatorial files, including provenance and other historical 
information in the collection database, and have long been involved in 
making this material available to the public (see p. 49 of Annual Bulletin 
No. 50). During this fiscal year we have shared these methods and 
experience with the other National Art Museum member museums.
5. Investigations through an Agreement with the Tokyo National 
Research Institute for Cultural Properties
Regarding the joint project on information dissemination begun last 
year with the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties 
(TNRICP), on 27 June 2016 our two institutions formally signed 
an agreement regarding a Basic Production Project Involving the 
Dissemination of Cultural Properties Information, Focusing on Artworks. 
The aim of this project is to utilize the NMWA’s methods and experience 
in information dissemination, and further strengthen the international 
dissemination of art information accumulated by TNRICP. The project’s 
first specific issue focused on the art bibliography catalogue collected 
in the Nihon Bijutsu Nenkan art annual that TNRICP has published for 
many years. This gathering of bibliographic information is a unique 
information resource among Japanese art bibliographies, and the aim is to 
provide this information on the international system known as the Online 
Computer Library Center (OCLC) based in Ohio, USA. NMWA acted 
as an intermediary between the OCLC organization and the TNRICP, 
which resulted in the establishment of a cooperation system between the 
TNRICP and the OCLC Japanese representative office, the Kinokuniya 
Bookstore/OCLC Center. In the background of this project lies an 
examination of the idea of registering in the Central Index, which is the 
core of the OCLC Database, and includes the Bibliography of the History 
of Art (BHA), the most highly regarded art-related bibliography among 
overseas art librarians, and the Getty Research PortalTM.
While not directly related to this cooperative project, the TNRICP 
provides the Getty Research PortalTM with bibliographic information 
on digitized articles, and the NMWA is suggesting topics and providing 
resolution approaches to both the TNRICP and the Getty Research 
PortalTM, and thus supporting the international dissemination of art 
information projects being conducted by the TNRICP.
 (Masako Kawaguchi)
Research Library Usage:
Number of days open: 147
Registered users: New users 77 (renewals 66)
Visitors: 405
Number of items requested: 662 unique titles (for a total of 1,529)
Photocopies made: Onsite usage: 1,178 items (for a total of 10,521 
pagees); Copies provided by mail (distance users): 6 items (for a total of 
142 pages)
Digital Photography: 68 items (for a total of 1,067 images)
Books added to the collection: 1,135 volumes
Loan deposit: 3rd August, Tadamasa Hayashi Correspondence (Tokyo 
National Research Institute for Cultural Properties)
NMWA Website Data Usage:
Access: 21,650,338 page hits (including hits to the Collection Database)
NMWA Collection Database Usage:
Available data: 6,092 items of text data, 17,040 items of visual images
Group Visits:
22 April 2016: Twelve students from Hitotsubashi University



















































































































































































































































































A グループ： スクール・ギャラリ トーーク、ファミリープログラム
B グループ： 美術トーク
C グループ： 建築ツアー

































8月23日（火）   「ファミリープログラム『どようびじゅつ』概要説明」
寺島洋子
 「どようびじゅつ」秋期サポ トーの説明」杉浦央子





















  「SGT の概要と準備説明」寺島洋子
11月～12月  「美術トーク、模擬トーク」寺島洋子、横山佐紀、
杉浦央子
12月～1月  「SGT 模擬トーク」寺島洋子、横山佐紀、杉浦 
央子


















































内容： 東京都美術館が企画する「Museum Start あいうえの」の支援
■ 国立科学博物館



































As usual, the Education Department presented a full array of programs 
that utilized the Permanent Collection Galleries. This year’s naming 
of the Main Building as a UNESCO World Heritage site meant there 
was particular interest in the Department’s Architectural Tours. Hence 
we developed other programs that would respond to those visitors who 
expressed an interest in the World Heritage List registration.
The Fun with Collection program included a small display on 
the theme of the Main Building and World Heritage. As well, the 
Doyo Bijutsu program in the autumn focused on the Main Building’s 
architectural features. There was a larger audience for this year’s Art 
Talks than in previous years. The Christmas in the Museum program’s 
presentation of a choral and guitar concert was particularly well received.
The fourth call for volunteer staff was held during this fiscal year, and 
given the increased number of architectural tours we assigned a larger 
number of volunteer staff to those tours. And all volunteer candidates 
underwent a year of training. We plan to switch to a six-year volunteer 
assignment, with calls for new staff every three years.
Regarding programs related to special exhibitions, the lectures for the 
Cranach exhibition were extremely popular and all lectures had capacity 
audiences.
Over the past few years, coordinated activities have increased between 
the Taito City Board of Education and the museums in Ueno Park. The 
NMWA supported this year’s programs via the waiving of entrance 
fees and providing program teachers for the Tokyo Metropolitan Art 
Museum’s Museum Start A-I-U-E-N-O program, the National Science 
Museum’s Museum Day for Educators program and Taito City’s lecture 
program.
1) Programs Related to the Permanent Collection
■ Art Talks
Art Talks are designed to help adult visitors enjoy our permanent 
collection. The volunteer staff conduct Art Talks every Sunday plus the 
first, third and fifth Saturday when the museum is open, and focus on five 
to seven artworks on display.
Total participants: 1,636 (69 talks)
■ Architectural Tours
This program is designed to help  adult visitors enjoy the Museum 
buildings.  The volunteer staff conducts Architectural Tours on the second 
and the fourth Saturday when the museum is open, and focus on the Main 
Building and Forecourt Garden, which were designed by the French 
architect Le Corbusier.
Total participants: 641 (32 tours)
■ Weekday Gallery Talks for Adults
Total Participants: 50 (1 tour)
■ Christmas in the Museum
“Gallery Talks”
Members of the volunteer staff presented talks on one work in the 
Permanent Collection Galleries. (*In Japanese)




Concerts were held featuring Christmas carols performed by choir and 
guitar.
Saturday 17 and Sunday 18 December, ① 11:00–11:40  ② 15:00–15:40
Organizer: Eiko Hiramatsu (Associate Professor, Tokyo University of 
the Arts)
Musicians: Ami Kanaji (soprano), Yoshie Kanenari (soprano), Tatsuo 
Tabei (guitar)
Total participants: 395
“Make and Decorate Christmas! Twinkle Trees and Art Trees”
This drop-in Christmas ornament-making program was planned and run 
by Volunteer Staff members.
Saturday 17 and Sunday 18 December, 10:00–15:00
Total participants: 291
■ Fun with Collection 2016
Two types of programs were held as summer programs featuring the 
NMWA Main Building and Permanent Collection Galleries.
[Le Corbusier and the Museum of Unlimited Growth – Understanding 
this Ideal]
“Slide Talk”
Friday 19 and 26 August, 19:00–19:30
Total participants: 38
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“Let’s Make an NMWA Main Building Badge!”
Saturday 13 and 20 August, ① 9:30–12:00  ② 14:00–16:30
Total participants: 1,628
■  Summer Program / Volunteer+Art
“Cool and Refreshing! Art Fans!”
*Organized by NMWA Volunteer Staff
Saturday 6, Sunday 7, Saturday 27, Sunday 28, August, ① 11:00–13:00 
② 14:00–16:00
Total participants: 719
2) Special Exhibition-related Programs and Others
■ Lectures
14:00–15:30, auditorium, free of charge
[Caravaggio and His Time: Friends, Rivals and Enemies]
Saturday 14 May 2016
“The Caravaggists in Rome and Naples”
Yusuke Kawase (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 154
[Sacred and Secular: Israhel van Meckenem & Early German Engraving]
Saturday 9 July 2016
“Israhel van Meckenem’s Copy Works”
Achim Riether (Curator, Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, München)
*Lecture presented in German, simultaneous interpretation into Japanese.
Participants: 56
Saturday 6 August 2016
“The Fascination of Early German Prints”
Kayo Hirakawa (Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, Kyoto 
University)
Participants: 54
Saturday 27 August 2016
“The Secular: Israhel van Meckenem and Secular Subject Prints”
Asuka Nakada (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 34
[Lucas Cranach the Elder: 500 Years of the Power of Temptation]
Saturday 15 October 2016
“Traveling Artist: Cranach and the Netherlands”
Guido Messling (Curator, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna)
*Lecture presented in German, simultaneous interpretation into Japanese.
Participants: 122
Saturday 29 October 2016
“Cranach vs. Dürer: The Birth of ‘The Artist’ in Germany”
Akira Akiyama (Professor, University of Tokyo)
Participants: 149
Saturday 19 November 2016
“Cranach and the Reformation”
Mikinosuke Tanabe (Professor, Tokyo University of the Arts)
Participants: 145
Saturday 10 December 2016
“Temptation that Surpasses Time: Cranach and ‘The Power of Women’”
Atsushi Shinfuji (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 145
[Skagen: An Artists’ Colony in Denmark]
Saturday 11 February 2017
“The Skagen Painters”
Lisette Vind Ebbesen (Director, Art Museums of Skagen)
*Lecture presented in English, simultaneous interpretation into Japanese.
Participants: 74
[Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) “A Comprehensive Study of 
Narrative and Allegory in Poussin’s Late Landscapes”]
Saturday 3 September 2016, 14:00–16:30
“Nicolas Poussin’s Arts in History”
Henry Keazor (Professor, Heidelberg University)
(*Lecture presented in German, simultaneous interpretation into 
Japanese.)
Organized by: National Museum of Western Art
With the support of: Société franco-japonaise d’art et d’archéologie
With the cooperation of: The Western Art Foundation, Grant-in-Aid 
for Scientific Research (C) “A Comprehensive Study of Narrative and 
Allegory in Poussin’s Late Landscapes”
Participants: 89
■ Symposium
[Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A) “Research on Asian Expression 
in 17th Century Dutch Art”]
Saturday 21 January 2017, 10:00–18:00
“Dutch Seventeenth-Century Art and ‘Asia’”
(*Presentations in Japanese and in English with simultaneous 
interpretation.)
Organized by: National Museum of Western Art
With the cooperation of: Pola Art Foundation, The Western Art 
Foundation
“Collecting Asia, Representing Asia”
Akira Kofuku (National Museum of Western Art)
“Considerations on the Orange-Nassau Family’s Collection of Porcelain 
and its Display”
Miki Sakuraba (National Museum of Japanese History)
“Luxury or Vanity—Depicting Porcelain in Early Eighteenth-Century 
Dutch Interiors”
Junko Aono (Kyushu University)
“Memories and Fantasy in Japanese Export Lacquer of the Seventeenth-
Century”
Kaoru Hidaka (National Museum of Japanese History)
“Delft Polychrome Wares of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth-Centuries in 
a Global Context”
Chingfei Shih (National Taiwan University)
“The Frames of Reflection: ‘Indian’ Shell Surfaces and Dutch Collecting, 
1550–1650”
Anna Grasskamp (Hong Kong Baptist University / Cluster of Excellence 
Asia and Europe in Global Context at Heidelberg University)
“The Sister Arts of Painting and Calligraphy? Early Knowledge of 
Chinese Characters (Kanji / Hanzi) in the Netherlands”
Michiko Fukaya (Kyoto City University of Arts)
“Vermeer’s Painted Porcelain”
Thijs Weststeijn (Utrecht University)
“Encounters between Europe and Asia—The East as Aesthetic Image”
Akihiro Ozaki (Tohoku University)
Total participants: 50
■  Slide Talks & Gallery Talks
All 18:00–18:30, auditorium, free of charge
[Caravaggio and His Time]
Friday 8 April, Friday 22 April, Friday 13 May, Friday 27 May 2016
Kana Nakae (Graduate School, Tokyo University of the Arts)
Total Participants: 495
[Israhel van Meckenem & Early German Engraving]
Friday 15 July, Friday 12 August, Friday 9 September 2016
Asuka Nakada (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Total participants: 151
[Lucas Cranach the Elder]
Friday 21 October, Friday 11 November, Friday 25 November, Friday 16 
December 2016
Manami Ryu (Ph.D. candidate, Tokyo University of the Arts)
Total Participants: 250
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[Théodore Chassériau: Parfum exotique]
Friday 2 March, Friday 10 March, Friday 24 March 2017
Yuko Nakatsumi (Komaba Museum, University of Tokyo)
Total Participants: 208
■ Program for the Disabled
After a 15-minute general explanation of the works in the exhibition, 
visitors were allowed to freely enjoy the exhibition.
Special Viewing Session for the exhibition “Caravaggio and His Time”
Saturday 14 May 2016, 18:00–20:00




The Family Program is a free program aimed at children aged 6–9 and 
accompanying adults. Doyo Bijutsu (Saturday Art Workshop) sessions 
were conducted by members of the Education Department staff and 
volunteer staff.
■ Doyo Bijutsu (Saturday Art Workshop)
This program consists of art appreciation in the Permanent Collection 
Galleries and creative or experimental activities in the workshop room.
“Bright Places, Dark Places”
After looking at paintings in the galleries and how they depict dark and 
light areas in their compositions, the group moved to the workshop room 
where participants enjoyed cutting out their desired shapes in color, and 
then layering them to achieve color effects.
Saturday 2 and 16 April, Saturday 7 and 21 May 2016, ① 10:00–12:00 
② 14:00–16:00
Total participants: 120
“Let’s Rediscover the NMWA Buildings! 2016”
The NMWA Main Building and Forecourt were designated World 
Heritage Sites in July 2016, and so we held architectural tours in which 
parents and children could enjoy the building’s special features. We 
then made paperweights out of concrete, the material used in the Main 
Building structure.
Saturday 3 and 17 September, Saturday 1 and 15 October, Saturday 5 and 
19 November 2016,  ① 10:00–12:00  ② 14:00–16:00
Total participants: 178
■ Wow! Frames!
We looked at three paintings in the galleries, focusing on their frames, 
and then used cardboard in the Workshop Room to cut out and build our 
own frames.
Saturday 4 and 18 March 2017,  ① 10:00–12:00  ② 14:00–16:00
Total participants: 54
4) School Programs
■ School Gallery Talk
This by-reservation-only program involved group tours of the Permanent 
Collection Galleries, led primarily by volunteer staff members.
Participants:
Under age of 6: 148 (2 groups)
Primary School (ages 7 to 12): 1,834 (40 groups)
Junior High School (ages 13 to 15): 471 (22 groups)
Over the age of 16: 360 (20 groups)
Total participants: 2,793 (83 groups)
■ Orientation
This by-reservation-only program involved Education Department staff 
members presenting lectures explaining the works on display in the 
Permanent Collection Galleries or special exhibitions. These talks were 
aimed at large-scale audiences and held in the Lecture Hall.
Participants:
Primary School (aged 7 to 12): 234 (3 groups)
Junior High School (aged 13 to 15): 288 (3 groups)
Over age of 16: 431 (10 groups)
Total participants: 953 (16 groups)
■ Museum Visits for Extracurricular Activity
These group visits involved middle school and high school students in 
coordination with their Integrated Courses at school. The Education 
Staff members led these groups, and provided information regarding a 
curator’s job, artworks, and the art museum itself.
Participants:
Junior High School (ages 13 to 15): 11 (3 groups)
Total participants: 11 (3 groups)
■ Art Card Set
The Education Department loans Art Card Sets to schools for classroom 
use. Each set includes an instruction booklet and 65 cards with images of 
artworks from the collections of the National Museums of Art member 
museums.
Borrowers:
Elementary School: 6 (52 sets)
Junior High School: 2 (15 sets)
Over age of 16: 5 (13 sets)
Total borrowers: 13 (80 sets)
■ Teachers’ Programs
This program has been designed for elementary, middle school, and 
high school teachers and other educational staff members. The program 
includes a brief overview of the exhibition’s contents, discussion of a few 
works on display and free entry to the exhibition during designated hours.
All lectures at auditorium, free of charge
[Israhel van Meckenem & Early German Engraving]
Friday 29 July 2016, free entry 9:30–20:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Asuka Nakada (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 60 (13 with lecture)
[Lucas Cranach the Elder]
Friday 4 November 2016, free entry 16:00–20:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Atsushi Shinfuji (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 50 (35 with lecture)
[Théodore Chassériau]
Friday 31 March 2017, free entry 16:00–20:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Megumi Jingaoka (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 31 (16 with lecture)
■ Teachers’ Seminars
With the aim of furthering connections between schools and the art 
museums, the NMWA and other museums jointly planned and held study 
group meetings for primary and middle school teachers’ associations to 
encourage visual learning experiences.
Organizers: Tokyo Junior High School Art Education Society, National 
Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo (MOMAT), Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Tokyo, Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum and NMWA.
Monday 25 July 2016, 9:00–17:00  Art appreciation programs at MOMAT
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5) Volunteer Activities
The NMWA volunteer staff was divided into three groups, which then 
provided support for various museum programs, and also implemented 
their own programs. The volunteer staff also participated in training 
sessions to gain the essential skills and knowledge needed to work at the 
NMWA.
■ Activities
Group A: School Gallery Talks and Family Programs
Group B: Art Talks
Group C: Architectural Tours
All groups: Fun Day, Christmas Program and programs designed by the 
volunteers themselves.
■ Training and Meetings
[Follow-Up Seminars for Volunteers]
Saturday 28 May:  “On the NMWA Museum Buildings”
 Kyo Fukuda (Administrator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
[Seminars for volunteer candidates]
Tuesday 7 June: “On the Role of the NMWA”
 Kazushige Yamashita (Deputy Director, National 
Museum of Western Art)
 “On the NMWA Collections”
 Hiroya Murakami (Deputy Director, National 
Museum of Western Art)
Tuesday 21 June: “On the World Heritage Registration”
 Kyo Fukuda
Tuesday 28 June: “On the World Heritage Registration”
 Kyo Fukuda
 “Le Corbusierʼs Architecture”
 Yoshiyuki Yamana (Professor, Tokyo University of 
Science)
Tuesday 5 July: “On the NMWA Collections ①”
 Hiroyo Hakamata (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
 “On the NMWA Collections ②”
 Atsushi Shinfuji (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
Tuesday 12 July: “On the NMWA Main Building”
 Isamu Yoneyama (Curator, Edo-Tokyo Museum)
 Study Tour of the National Archives of Modern 
Architecture
Tuesday 19 July: “On the NMWA Collections ③”
 Yusuke Kawase (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
 “On the Conservation of Art Works”
 Naomi Hemuki (Conservator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
Tuesday 9 Aug.: “On the Contents of the NMWA Architectural Tours” 
and “Study Tour of the NMWA Main Building”
 Kyo Fukuda
 “On Art Talks and the Procedure Used in NMWA 
Architectural Tours”
 Yoko Terashima and Hisako Sugiura (Educators, 
National Museum of Western Art)
Tuesday 23 Aug.: “On the Family Program Doyo-Bijutsu”, “On the 
NMWA Education Programs”
 Yoko Terashima
 “On Assisting in this Autumnʼs Doyo-Bijutsu 
Program”
 Hisako Sugiura
Tuesday 20 Sept.: “On the NMWA Collections ④”
 Shinsuke Watanabe (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
 “On the NMWA Collections ⑤”
 Megumi Jingaoka (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
Tuesday 4 Oct.: “On the NMWA Collections ⑥”
 Asuka Nakada (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
 “On the NMWA Collections ⑦”
 Takashi Iizuka (Curator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
Tuesday 18 Oct.: “How to Use the NMWA Research Library”
 Masako Kawaguchi (Librarian, National Museum of 
Western Art)
 “On the NMWA Education Programs ②”
 Saki Yokoyama (Educator, National Museum of 
Western Art)
Tuesday 25 Oct.: Workshop “Look and Think”
 Terufumi Ono (Director, Mie Prefectural Museum)
Tuesday 8 Nov.: “On the Elementary School Learning Standard”
 Kyoko Okada (Senior Curriculum Specialist of 
the Elementary and Secondary Education Bureau, 
Ministry of Education)
 “On the NMWA School Gallery Talk Program”
 Yoko Terashima
Saturday 25 Mar. “On School Gallery Talk and Art Talk Procedures”
　2017: Hisako Sugiura
 “On the Hokusai and Japonisme Exhibition”
 Akiko Mabuchi (Director, National Museum of 
Western Art)
*In addition to attending the above lectures, the volunteer candidates also 
assisted with the Doyo Bijutsu and Architectural Tour programs, while 
also holding practice rounds of the School Gallery Talks, Art Talks and 
Architectural Tours that volunteers would conduct during the following 
fiscal year.
6) Internships
As part of its mission to develop human resources in areas related to 
Western art and also as a way to further garner and broaden understanding 
of the museum’s activities, the museum invites the participation of 
interns at the graduate student level and higher. Under the direction of a 
staff member, these interns help with surveys of museum artworks and 
assist with the planning of exhibition-related and educational programs, 
with each intern taking part in hands-on work in their own specific area 
of specialization.
[Education]
Interns: Asagi Takechi, Kanako Koyanagi, Satomi Horikiri, 
Marie Inagaki
Term: 1 May–31 October 2016
Supervisor: Yoko Terashima
Training Program: Assisted with education programs and with making a 
self-guided brochure for children.
[Painting/Sculpture/Drawing]
Intern: Kazuma Yoshida
Term: 1 May–30 September 2016
Supervisor: Yusuke Kawase
Training Program: Assisted with research on works in the NMWA 
collection and with the Painting and Sculpture 
Department’s duties.
Intern: Naoyuki Umemura
Term: 1 May–31 October 2016
Supervisor: Atsushi Shinfuji
Training Program: Assisted with research on works in the NMWA 
collection and with the Prints and Drawings 
Department’s duties.
Intern: Manami Ryu
Term: 1 May–31 October 2016
Supervisor: Asuka Nakada




Term: 1 May–31 October 2016
Supervisor: Masako Kawaguchi
Training Program: Assisted with assembling NMWA resource materials 
and library services.
Intern: Tatsuya Kawasaki
Term: 1 May–31 July 2016
Supervisor: Masako Kawaguchi
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Training Program: Assisted with assembling NMWA resource materials 
and library services.
7) Cooperation with Other Institutions
■ Cooperation with the Graduate School of Humanities and 
Sociology, University of Tokyo
Term: 1 April 2016–31 March 2017
This program sought to deepen the understanding of Cultural Materials 
Research specialists in the University of Tokyo program and carry out 
mutual exchange on research and education.
■ Cooperation with the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum
Term: 1 April 2016–31 March 2017
Facilitated the free admission to the NMWA for participants in the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Art Museum’s Museum Start A-I-U-E-N-O program, also 
conducted Gallery Talks for the participants.
■ Cooperation with the National Science Museum
Term: 26–29 July 2016
Participants in the National Science Museum’s “Museum Day for 
Educators” program were granted free NMWA admission and information 
was provided regarding the NMWA’s educational programs.
■ Cooperation with the Taito City Board of Education
Term: 1 April 2016 –31 March 2017
In cooperation with the Taito City Board of Education’s “Campus 
Planning for Study” program, the NMWA Education Department 
provided information on NMWA programs aimed at schools.
8) Publications
■ Exhibition Brochures
“Sacred and Secular: Israhel van Meckenem & Early German Engraving”
“Lucas Cranach the Elder: 500 Years of the Power of Temptation”
“Théodore Chassériau: Parfum Exotique”
■ Junior Passports
Exhibition guide for primary school and junior high school students:
“Sacred and Secular: Israhel van Meckenem & Early German Engraving”
“Lucas Cranach the Elder: 500 Years of the Power of Temptation”
“Théodore Chassériau: Parfum Exotique”
■ Zephyros
NMWA Newsletter, Nos. 67–70
 (Yoko Terashima, Saki Yokoyama, and Hisako Sugiura)
Staff List (in alphabetical order)
[Education]
Shigehiro Maezono, Hisako Sugiura, Yoko Terashima, Saki Yokoyama
Eiko Hiramatsu, Kazu Ishikawa (guest researchers)
[Volunteer Staff]
Marie Ando, Tomoko Arai, Nobuo Bunya, Keiko Fukura, Akemi 
Hamada, Noriko Hashimoto, Tamaki Hatanaka, Kaneko Hinotani, 
Megumi Hiraga, Tamami Inamori, Naoko Inoue, Sachiko Ishikawa, Kiiko 
Isoda, Naoya Maeda, Michiko Miyoshi, Hiroe Moriyasu, Yasuko Nagai, 
Hiromi Nakamura, Keiko Nakano, Sae Nakao, Yuko Nakayama, Michiko 
Nishida, Shigeru Ogawa, Takashi Ohori, Shihoko Okada, Masau Okada, 
Maki Ozao, Tamaki Sakakibara, Hiroe Sato, Koichi Sawano, Shinichi 
Shiota, Eiko Shirota, Yuki Suzuki, Ichiko Suzumura, Keiko Tagami, 





生誕130年記念 藤田嗣治展―東と西を結ぶ絵画―  Leonard Foujita: Art Bridging the East and the West
2016年4月29日–7月3日　名古屋市美術館 P.1992–0003 藤田嗣治《坐る女》cat. no. 41, repr. color.
2016年7月16日–9月22日　兵庫県立美術館
森羅万象を刻む―デューラーから柄澤齊へ  Engraving the Universe: From Albrecht Dürer to Hitoshi Karasawa
2016年4月29日–6月19日　町田市立国際版画美術館 G.2003–0117 アルブレヒト・デューラー《書斎の聖ヒエロニムス》cat. no. 41, repr. 
color.
 G.1991–0051 ヘンドリク・ホルツィウス、コルネリス・コルネリス・ファン・ハールレム
《イクシオン》cat. no. 11, repr. color.
 G.1991–0035 ヘンドリク・ホルツィウス《『聖母の生涯』：キリスト割礼》cat. no. 12–
1, repr. color.
 G.1991–0036 ヘンドリク・ホルツィウス《『聖母の生涯』：マギの礼拝》cat. no. 12–
2, repr. color.
Frédéric Bazille (1841–1870) and the Birth of Impressionism
2016年6月25日–10月16日　Musée Fabre, Montpellier P.1959–0147 クロ ドー・モネ《並木道（サン＝シメオン農場の道）》cat. no. 112, 
2016年11月15日–2017年3月5日　Musée dʼOrsay, Paris  repr. color.
2017年4月9日–7月9日　National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
あの時みんな熱かった！ アンフォルメルと日本の美術 
A Feverish Era: Art Informel and the Expansion of Japanese Artistic Expression in the 1950s and ʼ60s
2016年7月29日–9月11日　京都国立近代美術館 P.1965–0006 ジャン・デュビュッフェ《ご婦人のからだ（「ぼさぼさ髪」）》cat. no.  
1–11, repr. color.
松方コレクション展―松方幸次郎 夢の軌跡―  The Old Matsukata Collection: Reenvisioning the Dream
2016年9月17日–11月27日　神戸市立博物館 DEP.1967–0004 ジョヴァンニ・セガンティーニ《花野に眠る少女 》cat. no. 90, repr. 
color.
 DEP.1985–0001 フランク・ブラングィン《弓人》cat. no. 76, repr. color.
 DEP.1985–0002 フランク・ブラングィン《樵夫》cat. no. 74, repr. color.
 DEP.1985–0003 フランク・ブラングィン《収穫》cat. no. 75, repr. color.
 DEP.1985–0004 フランク・ブラングィン《漁猟》cat. no. 77, repr. color.
 DEP.1959–0001 エドヴァルド・ムンク《雪の中の労働者たち》cat. no. 100, repr. color.
 P.1959–0157 クロ ドー・モネ《ヴェトゥイユ》cat. no. 41, repr. color.
 P.1984–0003 カミーユ・ピサロ《収穫》cat. no. 38, repr. color.
 S.1959–0016 オーギュスト・ロダン《永遠の青春》cat. no. 61, repr. color.
 D.2011–0001 フランク・ブラングィン《共楽美術館構想俯瞰図、東京》cat. no. 6, 
repr. color.
 P.1959–0003 エドモン＝フランソワ・アマン＝ジャン《庭の少女 》cat. no. 46, repr. 
color.
 P.1959–0058 ギュスターヴ・クールベ《肌ぬぎの女》cat. no. 31, repr. color.
 P.1959–0113 エルネスト・ローラン《美しい肩》cat. no. 47, repr. color.
 P.1959–0126 ピエール＝アルベール・マルケ《レ・サーブル・ドロンヌ》cat. no. 58, 
repr. color.
 P.1959–0133 アンリ＝ジャン＝ギヨーム・マルタン《ヴェネツィアの大運河》cat. no. 
48, repr. color.
 P.1962–0003 16世紀エミリア派（アレッサンドロ・ベドリ？）《ヴィー ナスとキューピッ
ド》cat. no. 7, repr. color.
 P.2010–0004 アントニオ・ベルッチ《羊飼いの礼拝》cat. no. 8, repr. color.
 P.2010–0005 アントニオ・ベルッチ《キリスト降架》cat. no. 9, repr. color.
 P.2010–0008 アンリ・ファンタン＝ラトゥール《自画像》cat. no. 34, repr. color.
 P.1959–0071 モーリス・ドニ《字を書く少年》cat. no. 57, repr. color.
 D.1959–0073 ポール・シニャック《グロワ》cat. no. 53, repr. color.
 D.1959–0075 ポール・シニャック《燈台》cat. no. 54, repr. color.
 S.1959–0056 エミール＝アントワーヌ・ブールデル《瀕死のケンタウロス》cat. no. 
62, repr. color.
動き出す ! 絵画：ペール北山の夢：モネ、ゴッホ、ピカソらと大正の若き洋画家たち 
Paintings go motion!: Kitayama Seitaro and Artists in the Taisho Era
2016年9月17日–11月6日　東京ステーションギャラリー
2016年11月19日–2017年1月15日　和歌山県立近代美術館 P.1984–0001 オノレ・ドーミエ《観劇》cat. no. 1–37, repr. color.
48
美術と音楽：音楽をめざす美術のこころみ  Art and Music
2016年9月17日–11月13日　群馬県立近代美術館 P.1990–0007 ラウル・デュフィ《モーツァルト》cat. no. 26, repr. color.
 G.1982–0152 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：和音》cat. no. 7–1, repr. 
 G.1982–0153 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：裏面 –1：「昔の恋」に；裏
面 –2：時の車輪》cat. no. 7–2, repr.
 G.1982–0154 マックス・クリンガー《『ブラームス幻想』：表面：縁飾：煙突》cat. 
no. 7–3
 G.1982–0155 マックス・クリンガー《『ブラームス幻想』：裏面 –1：樹に寄る裸婦；
裏面 –2：森の池 I》cat. no. 7–4, repr.
 G.1982–0156 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：表面 –1：森の池 II；表面
–2：冷たい手》cat. no. 7–5
 G.1982–0160 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：喚起》cat. no. 7–6, repr. 
 G.1982–0165 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：プロメテウスの誘拐》cat. no. 
7–7, repr.
 G.1982–0167 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：ホメロス―運命の歌》cat. 
no. 7–8
 G.1982–0169 マックス・クリンガ 《ー『ブラームス幻想』：裏面：縁飾：溺れる男女》
cat. no. 7–9
 G.1982–0170 マックス・クリンガー《『ブラームス幻想』：表面：美（ヴィーナス）》
cat. no. 7–10, repr.
 G.2003–0022 アンリ・ファンタン＝ラトゥール《ローエングリーン序曲（第二版）》
cat. no. 6, repr.
メアリー・カサット展  Mary Cassatt, Retrospective
2016年9月27日–12月4日　京都国立近代美術館 D.1959–0010 エドガー・ドガ《髪をとかす女》cat. no. 28, repr. color.
The ﬁgurative Pollock
2016年10月2日–2017年1月22日　Kunstmuseum Basel P.1965–0008 ジャクソン・ポロック《ナンバー 8, 1951 黒い流れ》cat. no. 94, repr. 
color.
Odysseys
2016年10月3日–2017年4月3日 S.1959–0039 オーギュスト・ロダン《考える人》cat. no. 記載なし
　National Archaeological Museum of Athens
Van Gogh: Into the Undergrowth
2016年10月15日–2017年1月8日　Cincinnati Art Museum P.1959–0183 ピエール＝オーギュスト・ルノワール《木かげ》cat. no. 21, repr. color.
拝啓ルノワール先生  Bonjour, Monsieur Renoir: Renoir et Umehara – joie de peindre
2016年10月19日–2017年1月9日　三菱一号館美術館 D.1974–0003 エドガー・ドガ《背中を拭く女》cat. no. 31, repr. color.
2017年1月24日–3月26日　あべのハルカス美術館 P.1974–0002 ピエール＝オーギュスト・ルノワール《横たわる浴女》cat. no. 28, repr. 
color.
 P.1977–0005 ジョルジュ・ルオ 《ーエバイ（びっくりした男）》cat. no. 35, repr. color.
 P.1978–0001 パブロ・ピカソ《横たわる女》cat. no. 32, repr. color.
 P.1974–0004 パブロ・ピカソ《アトリエのモデル》cat. no. 33, repr. color.
 S.1978–0001 ピエール＝オーギュスト・ルノワール《勝利のヴィーナス》cat. no. 29, 
repr. color.
 S.1960–0001 ピエール＝オーギュスト・ルノワール《ココ》cat. no. 58, repr.
 S.1974–0001 作者不詳《女性偶像（キュクラデス彫刻）》cat. no. 38, repr. color.
 S.1975–0003 作者不詳《女性偶像（キュクラデス彫刻）》cat. no. 39, repr. color.
 S.1974–0002 作者不詳《ヴァイオリン型の女性偶像（キュクラデス彫刻）》cat. no. 
41, repr. color.
 OA.1974–0001 作者不詳《壺》cat. no. 40, repr. color.
Amedeo Modigliani
2016年10月28日–2017年2月5日 D.1967–0001 アメデオ ・モディリアニ《カリアティー ド》cat. no. 記載なし、
　Ateneum, Kansallisgalleria, Helsink  p. 66, repr. color.
Van Gogh and Gauguin: Reality and Imagination
2017年1月3日–3月20日　愛知県美術館 P.1959–0193 フィンセント・ファン・ゴッホ《ばら》cat. no. 53, repr. color.
ティツィア ノーとヴェネツィア派展：日伊国交樹立150周年記念 
Titian and the Renaissance in Venice: 150th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations between Japan and Italy
2017年1月21日–4月2日　東京都美術館 P.2011–0002 ティツィア ノー・ヴェチェッリオと工房《洗礼者聖ヨハネの首を持つサ
ロメ》cat. no. 41, repr. color.
 G.1984–0095 ジュリオ・カンパニョーラ《洗礼者ヨハネ》cat. no. P–3, repr. color.
ロダンと近代日本彫刻：ロダン没後100年：小平市平櫛田中彫刻美術館特別展
2017年2月3日–3月12日　小平市平櫛田中彫刻美術館 S.1959–0027 オーギュスト・ロダン《鼻のつぶれた男》cat. no. 22, repr. color.
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グ、2016年10月、pp. 80 – 81, 83, 86, 104 –106, 109, 130, 133 –134, 























作品解説『クラーナハ展―500年後の誘惑』カタログ、pp. 36 –38, 





























ゲスト講義「ゲンロン カオス * ラウンジ 新芸術校 上級コ スー」ゲンロ



















「座談会 美術市場と画商」「美術市場と画商 資料 文献リストと解
題＋画商関連情報」共著、『西洋美術研究』19 号、2016 年9月、 
pp. 8 –38, 215–229


















































































































































































































pp. 89 – 90
書評：『「世界認識の方法」としてのリアリズム―小林剛『アメリカン・
リアリズムの系譜―トマス・エイキンズからハイパーリアリズムまで』




































International Advisory Committee of Keepers of Public Collections of 
Graphic Art, XVth Convention、プラド美術館（マドリ ドー）、2016年
5月29日– 6月1日
The 10th 10+3 Workshop on Cooperation for Cultural Human 
Resource Development、北京・寧波、2016年7月17– 27日
［その他］
Sir Denis Mahon Essay Prize（イギリス）審査員
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研究員・客員研究員・スタッフ一覧

























 研究補助員 中江花菜（2016年4月25日– ）
 研究補助員 河野 碧（2016年5月6日– ）
 研究補助員 平井彩可（2016年9月27日– ）
絵画・彫刻室
室長 主任研究員 陳岡めぐみ
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